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Dedication

Add your dedication. Be it as a quotation, a whole paragraph written in the form as a letter to thank people who
helped with the book, or as a short statement like “to my
parents.”
To my parents.

“

Introduction

Here you can write an introductory paragraph that sets
the theme of the book. It does not necessarily have to
describe what the book is about, it can also be a significant
quote.
By painting the sky, Van Gogh was really able to
see it and adore it better than if he had just looked
at it. In the same way […], you will never know
what your husband looks like unless you try to
draw him, and you will never understand him unless you try to write his story.
—Brenda Ueland, If You Want to Write: A Book about Art,
Independence and Spirit

“
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Publisher’s Note

“

Feel free to add a quote here that sets the theme
for the production of this book. I sometimes write how I
myself feel about the progress of releasing a new book.

The publisher’s note is about giving the reader the context of other
books the company has published, how this book was produced, and
contact points (email, website, etc.) for the reader to report issues
or ask questions.

Preface

“

Feel free to add a quotation that describes your
journey of writing the book as an author. Something personal is good.

Describe how you got the idea for writing the book and the personal
journey getting it from concept to creation. The reader should be
able to understand why the book exists.
Also, give a short overview of what the book is about.
Your Name
Location, Country, Date

Replace with First Chapter
Name

“

The perfect place for an introducing quotation.

—Famous Person

1.1 Basic Formatting
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1.1 Basic Formatting

• Comments. If you want to just add a comment to a file without it being printed, add a % (percentage) sign in front of it.
The text in the affected line will be displayed in blue in Overleaf. In the template files, you will find a number of such comments as well as deactivated commands (for example, in lib/bookformat.tex the different options for the book size).
• Bold formatting. You can make your text bold by either
marking it and pressing CTRL + B (in Overleaf ), or by surrounding it with the command \textbf{}.
• Italics formatting. You can make your text italic by either
marking it and pressing CTRL + I (in Overleaf ), or by surrounding it with the command \textit{}.
• Small caps. You can change your text into small capitals by
surrounding it with the command \textsc{}.
• Em dashes. Em dashes are used to connect two related sentences. There is no space before or after the em dash. Within
the template, use the command \emdash{} instead of using
the dash you copied over from your text file. This will also
take care of issues relating to line breaks.
• Paragraphs. Paragraphs are handled automatically by leaving an empty line between each paragraph. Adding more than
one empty line will not change anything—remember it is not
a “what you see is what you get” editor.
• Empty line. If you want to force an empty line (recommended only in special cases), you can use ~\\ (tilde followed
by two backslashes).
• New page. Pages are handled automatically by LaTeX. It tries
to be smart in terms of positioning paragraphs and pictures.
Sometimes it is necessary to add a page break, though (ideally,
at the very end when polishing the final text). For that, simply
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Chapter 1 Replace with First Chapter Name
add a \newpage.
• Quotation marks. In the normal computer character set,
there are more than one type of quotation marks. It is required
to change all quotation marks into ̀ ̀…” (two back ticks at the
beginning and two single ticks at the end) and refrain from
using ”…” (or “…”) altogether. This is because Word’s “…” uses
special characters, and ”…” do not mark the beginning and end
of the quotation.
• Horizontal line. For a horizontal line, simply write \hline.
• Underlined text. It is generally not recommended to use underlined text.
• URLs. For URLs you need a special monospaced font. Also,
for URLs in e-books, you want to make them clickable. Both
can be accomplished by putting the URL in the \url environment, for example “\url{https://www.lode.de}”.
• Special characters. If you need special characters or mathematical formulas, there is a whole body of work on that subject. It is not in the scope of this book to provide you a comprehensive list.

1.2 Lists
• Itemized list. To create a bullet point list (like the list in this
section), use the following construct:
\begin{itemize}
\item Your first item.
\item Your second item.
\item Your third item.
\end{itemize}

• Numbered list. To create a numbered list, replace itemize
with enumerate:

1.3 Verbatim text
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\begin{enumerate}
\item Your first item.
\item Your second item.
\item Your third item.
\end{enumerate}

The result will look like this:
1. Your first item.
2. Your second item.
3. Your third item.

1.3 Verbatim text
Sometimes, you do want to simply use text in a verbatim
way (including special characters and LaTeX commands). For
this, simply use the \lstlisting environment: \begin{lstlisting}
…\end{lstlisting}. For example, I put the itemize and enumerate
listings above into a \lstlisting block. If I did not, LaTeX would have
displayed the list as a list, instead of displaying the code.

1.4 Chapters and Sections
LaTeX uses a hierarchy of chapters, sections, and subsections. There
are also sub-subsections, but for the sake of the reader, it is best to
not go that deep. If you come across a situation where it looks like
you need it anyway, I recommend thinking over the structure of
your book rather than using sub-subsections.
In terms of their use in the code, they are all similar:
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• \chapter{Title
name:cha}

of

the

Chapter}\label{c1_chapter-

• \section{Title of the Section}\label{c1_sectionname:sec}
• \subsection{Title of the Subsection}\label{c1_subsectionname:sec}
When using these commands, obviously replace the title, but also
the label. For the label, I recommend to have it start with c, followed
with the current chapter number, an underscore, and the chapter,
section, or subsection in one word and lowercase, followed by either
“:cha” or “:sec” to specify what kind of label it is. These labels can
then be used for references like we used previously for the images.
For example, if you have defined a section “\section{Chapters and
Sections}\label{c1_chaptersandsections:sec},” you could write “We
will discuss chapters and sections in section \ref{c1_chaptersandsections:sec}” which results in the document in “We will discuss chapters and sections in section 1.4”.

1.5 Tables
In LaTeX, tables are like images and put into the figure environment.
As such, they have a caption, label, and a positioning like we discussed above with the images. Drawing a table requires a bit of
coding:
\begin{figure}[H]\centering
\begin{tabular}{p{2.5cm}|p{3.5cm}|p{3.5cm}}\hline
&\textbf{Word}&\textbf{\textit{LaTeX}}\\\hline
Editor&``what you see is what you get''&source file is
compiled\\\hline
Compatibility&dependent on editor&independent of editor\\\
hline
Graphics&simple inbuilt editor&powerful but complex editor\\\
hline

1.6 Footnotes
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Typography&optimized for speed&optimized for quality\\\hline
Style&inbuilt style&separate style document\\\hline
Multi-platform&only via export&possible with scripting\\\hline
Refresh&some elements need, manual refresh&everything is
refreshed with each compile\\\hline
Formulas&basic support needs external tools&complete support
\\\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Comparison of Word and \textit{LaTeX}}
\label{c1_comparisonwordlatex:fig}
\end{figure}

This table from the beginning of the book has the familiar figure, label, caption, and centering commands. The actual table is configured
with the \tabular environment. Following the tabular command,
you configure the columns in curly braces. Each column is separated
with a vertical line and the “p{…}” entry specifies the width of the
column. With “{p{2.5cm}|p{3.5cm}|p{3.5cm}},” you would have three
columns with 2.5cm width for the first column and 3.5cm width for
the two others. Alternatively, you can use “c” instead of “p” and
leave out the curly braces with the width. Then, LaTeX simply calculates the required widths automatically.
Then, for each line of the table, simply write “content of the first
cell&content of the second cell&content of the third cell\\\hline”.

1.6 Footnotes
Finally, for footnotes, there is the command \footnote. You can
place it anywhere you like, LaTeX will then automatically add the
number of the footnote at that place, and put the footnote text into
the footer area. For e-books, it is recommended to just use normal
parentheses. This can be accomplished again with the \ifxetex command:

\ifxetex
.\footnote{This
\else{}
(this
\fi{}
is a footnote
\ifxetex
.}
\else
).
\fi{}

In the generated book, it looks like this.1
The challenge here relates to grammar: footnotes start with capital
letters, parentheses with lower case, and the footnote comes after
the period, the parentheses have to start before the period.

1 This

is a footnote.

Replace with Second Chapter
Name
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The perfect place for an introducing quotation.

—Famous Person

2.1 Images
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2.1 Images
As in Word, in LaTeX, images are separate from the text. Images are
usually packaged together with a caption and a label to reference
it from the text. These three entities are packaged together into a
figure. The figure itself configures the size of the image as well as
where it should be put. Let us look at a code sample:
\begin{figure}[H]
\centering
\ifxetex
\adjustbox{max width=.95\columnwidth, max height=.4\
textheight}{
\includegraphics{images/ebookLatex_Cover.png}
}
\else
\includegraphics{images/ebookLatex_Cover.jpg}
\fi
\caption{The cover of this book.}
\label{c2_cover:fig}
\end{figure}

Let us go through this line by line. At the core is the image, included
with \includegraphics{path to file}. It inserts the image specified
by the “path to file.” In the example, there are two versions of \includegraphics, one for the print output (\ifxetex), one for the e-book.
This way, we include either the larger, lossless PNG version, or a
smaller, lossy JPG version of the cover. For the e-book, we do not
need to provide any image size as the first output will be a HTML file
with no boundaries. For the print edition, we have a clear boundary,
namely the page width. With the \adjustbox command, we can adjust the image size according to the page width (\columnwidth) and
page height (\textheight).
In this case, in order to align with the caption and be able to show
two images on one page, we want an image to be generally at most
95% of the page width and 40% of the page height.
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Below this \ifxetex - \else - \fi construct, there is the caption and
the label. LaTeX automatically numbers each figure, so in the text,
we can later refer to it with “\ref{c2_cover:fig}” which prints out the
number of the figure. Finally, all these commands are centered with
the \centering command and surrounded with the figure environment. The [H] instructs LaTeX to try to place the image exactly
where it is in the LaTeX code.

Figure 2.1: The cover of this book.

In Figure 2.1, you can see the result of the command.
Instead of graphics, you can also include other TEX files that contain
graphics (or commands to draw graphics, see chapter 2.2).

2.2 TikZ Graphics
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2.2 TikZ Graphics
For graphics, you can use the inbuilt TikZ graphics generator. Due
to its flexibility, I even recommend images you already have for a
number of reasons:
• TikZ graphics can very easily changed (especially for for example translations or making corrections).
• TikZ graphics are small and flexible. They can be easily scaled
to any size and are directly integrated into your project (no
time-consuming editing in an external graphics program necessary).
• TikZ graphics look better. As vector graphics are sent directly
to the printer, we need not to worry about readability.
If you want to create a TikZ graphic, simply create a new TEX file in
the tex-images folder and include it with \input (replacing \includegraphics) where you want to.
Then, do a “recompile from scratch” by clicking on the top right
corner of the preview window (showing Warning or Error) to regenerate the TikZ file. If “up-to-date and saved” is shown, delete
the tikz-cache directory and recreate it. This deletes the generated
cached image files that do not show up in Overleaf itself.
For the format of the file itself, it is a series of commands surrounded
by the \begin{tikzpicture} …\end{tikzpicture} environment. Discussing all the commands is beyond the scope of this book, so I recommend three options:
• Check out the PGF manual at https://www.ctan.org/pkg/pgf.

It is more than 1100 pages full with documentation of each
command and corresponding examples.
• Check out the few example TikZ pictures from my two books
Philosophy for Heroes: Knowledge and Philosophy for Heroes:
Continuum in the tex-images directory.
• Send us descriptions / drafts of the graphics you need. We can
help you at affordable rates. Contact us at mail@lode.de.

2.3 Equations
The mass-energy equivalence is described by the famous equation

E = mc2
discovered in 1905 by Albert Einstein. In natural units (c = 1), the
formula expresses the identity

E=m

(2.1)

Replace with Third Chapter
Name
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The perfect place for an introducing quotation.

—Famous Person
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Other Books by YOUR NAME

Here are other books by YOUR NAME. All share the topics of philosophy, psychology, leadership, and project management.

Better Books with LaTeX In Better Books with LaTeX , author
Clemens Lode provides you a short-cut into the world of book
publishing with LATEX. It is not a book that just lists all the
commands and then leave you alone, it guides you alongside
a fully working template (this one!).
Part I: Knowledge. In Philosophy for Heroes: Knowledge, the first
book in this four-book series, author Clemens Lode takes the
reader on a journey, examining the foundations of knowledge.
What is the basis of our understanding of the world? How
does society define a “hero”? How do basic skills, such as
language and mathematics, train our way of thinking and reasoning?
Part II: Continuum. Beyond the static world of the first book, Philosophy for Heroes: Continuum looks at gradual transitions
from one condition to the next. Where do we come from?
Why is there something rather than nothing? What is the
source of our creativity? How can the study of natural sciences help us to understand who we are?
Scrum Your Jira! In Scrum Your Jira! Your Waterfall Organization Transformed Into Agile Multidisciplinary Teams, author
Clemens Lode challenges two illusions that can get in the
way of your company’s road to being truly Agile: first, that
your Scrum is “special,” and second, that you can hide behind
project management software. Jira is powerful—and this book
will show you how to use it more effectively—but it makes it
easy to forget that the first idea of Agile is: Individuals and
interactions over processes and tools.
Kanban Remastered StarCraft, the most popular real-time strat-

egy game of all time, is also all about producing and deploying just as many game units at just the right time. This book
is about the relationship of StarCraft and Kanban. When your
team knows StarCraft but not Kanban, Kanban Remastered:
Agile Lessons from Strategy Games will provide you with a series of analogies to allow a better and easier understanding of
Agile principles. It is written in a light-hearted tone, similar
to how you might chat with a fellow coach about your Agile experiences implementing Kanban, taking for granted that
you have experience with StarCraft.

Recommended Reading
Lode, Clemens (2016). Philosophy for Heroes: Knowledge. Clemens Lode Verlag e.K. isbn: 97839-4558-621-1.
—
(2017a). Kanban Remastered: Agile Lessons from Strategy Games. Clemens Lode Verlag
e.K.
—
(2017c). Scrum Your Jira! Your Waterfall Organization Transformed Into Agile Multidisciplinary Teams. Clemens Lode Verlag e.K. isbn: 978-3945586655.
—
(2018a). Better Books with LaTeX. Clemens Lode Verlag e.K. isbn: 978-3-945586-46-4.
—
(2018b). Philosophy for Heroes: Act. Clemens Lode Verlag e.K. isbn: 978-39-4558-623-5.
—
(2019). Philosophy for Heroes: Epos. Clemens Lode Verlag e.K. isbn: 978-39-4558-624-2.

The Author

“

Here is space for a quotation that describes your
journey through life (as opposed to just during the writing of this book). Pick one that best describes you, your
attitude, or something you admire. Be personal!

Describe your dreams, what goals you have in life, where you went
to school or studied, and what job you currently work or worked in
the past. Make clear what motivated you to start writing. Finally,
add contact points where people can connect with you (mail, Facebook, Twitter, etc.).

The Book’s Story

Reflection
Question
Introductory text about what this section is about. For example, describe that this is a summary of all the problem boxes
throughout the book and point to an online forum where
readers can discuss them.

Replace with Your First Chapter
• What is LaTeX?

Replace with Your Second Chapter
• What is LaTeX?

Replace with Your Third Chapter
• What is LaTeX?

Eureka!
Idea
Introductory text about what this section is about. For example, describe that this is a summary of all the idea boxes
throughout the book.

Replace with Your First Chapter
• LATEX is a document preparation system.

Replace with Your Second Chapter
• LATEX is a document preparation system.

Replace with Your Third Chapter
• LATEX is a document preparation system.

Glossary
E
Entity • An entity is a duces oxygen, a stone has a hard
“thing” with properties (an iden- surface, etc.).
tity). For example, a plant pro-

I
Identity • An identity is pounds, length: 6 feet, has a conthe sum total of all properties sciousness, etc.).
of an entity (e.g., weight: 160

L
LaTeX • LATEX is a docu- ment preparation system.

P
Property • A property a certain situation (e.g., mass,
refers to the manner in which an position, length, name, velocity,
entity (or a process) affects other etc.).
entities (or other processes) in

Quotation Sources
vii: Ueland, 2012, pp. 23–24
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Index
Replace index prologue with an own introduction of how to contact
you when there is an errata concerning the index.
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An Important Final Note
Writers are not performance artists. While there are book signings
and public readings, most writers (and readers) follow their passion
alone in their homes.
What applause is for the musician, reviews are for the writer.
Books create a community among readers; you can share your
thoughts among all those who will or have read the book.
Leave a thoughtful honest review and help me to create such a
community on the platform on which you have acquired this
book. What did you like, what can be improved? To whom would you
recommend it?
Thank you, also in the name of all the other readers who will be
able to better decide whether this book is right for them or not! A
positive review will increase the reach of the book, a negative review
will improve the quality of the next book. I welcome both!

“
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—Name of the author

